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Abstract
The Language Centre library has a collection of online external resources on its website for the languages it
also has in the physical library. The external weblinks were presented alphabetically by language. The website
was moved to a more professional platform, Oxford Mosaic. The web architecture was already made and it led
to some rethinking of the online classification as it moved from alphabetical to partly alphabetical and
geographical. Some other language classifications are being discussed as well as a study of other language
centres and libraries with substantial foreign languages collections.
Oxford University Language Centre library, like many language centres, possesses an online library as well as
a physical one. While online resources created by our Language Tutors, or resources using licences are on a
VLE (Virtual Learning Environment), the website also offers a collection of external links for learning languages
and some cultural websites. These links are mostly external and free to use, for example grammar exercises
quizzes, or resource gateways, mostly from universities all around the world or, simply, links to museums and
galleries.
This is an example with an extract of our Italian page:
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The Language Centre is happy to have increased the numbers of languages on offer. After ten year, it has
gone from 80 to 200 languages and thanks to the great professional help of the Bodleian Libraries (in particular
Bernadette O’Reilly, Bibliographic Standards Librarian and Chris Hargreaves, System Support Librarian), the
collection is now catalogued and partly borrowable.
In truth, not all 200 languages on offer will have a lot of resources, and for some endangered or indigenous
languages, we only have 1 or 2 items. This is why, perhaps, an online presence for all languages in the library
is important. Indeed, we will not have much for Inuktitut as physical object (so far one DVD in the library) but we
will offer several links online.

Likewise, many of the African languages books we have in the library date from missionary times. Yet, they can
be the only printed sources available. Languages have changed a great deal since the publication of those
books, and having online resources helps redress the balance, especially in terms of contemporary vocabulary
and pronunciation.
In the summer of 2017, we were invited to participate in the creation of a new website, in partnership with
Oxford Mosaic, an Oxford University web making platform. Indeed, our previous website had had its days. And
beyond the look, some facilities had gone from bad to worse such as the search box. One had to use google in
order to find anything related to our languages’ pages.
However, the languages’ pages, had been classified in a very simple (if messy looking) way:

The Oxford University language centre website, details of the languages’ page, 2010
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The page was alphabetical by language, reflecting the library collection’s classification, an in-house system,
based on ISO codes, similar to the one used in Cambridge University Language Centre and in other
substantial language centres such as Glasgow University Language Resource Library. The classification on
the website was alphabetical by the name of the language in English: GE for German for example, not
Deutsch. You would click on the language which was hyperlinked, and you were taken directly to the
language.
My role, in the making of the new website was to be a content editor only. I thought, at the time that the
language learning links had had their days and that I ought to remove them altogether. I backed my decision
on usage statistics data:
/links/japanese.html
/links/urdu.html
/courses/italian-closed.html
/tests/tst_reqs_italian.html
/links/irish_gaelic.html
/links/portuguese.html
/courses/english-pre-ses2.html
/links/chinese.html
/reg/i2.php?sm3=1
I transferred this data into an excel document, selected the first 100 and classified each page in the following
categories: main information, courses, library, language links. And I was pleased to see that the language
links pages were still being consulted. Though the views for the academic year 2016-2017 (October to June)
were only 8% of the first 100 links for all categories, the average time spent was 23%.

Data from Google analytics on the first 100 pages of the website academic year 2016-2017

So the language links would stay. And in the middle of summer I was being offered, like a key to a new home,
my pages already classified: but partly alphabetical, and partly geographical.
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Online Classifications
Languages can be classified in many ways. Omniglot, a referential website when it comes to all things
connected to language learning, presents several classifications.
A classification by language families could have been also possible, it would make sense to group the Turkic
languages together in the website. Having said that, some families are enormous, for example the IndoEuropean family (455 languages or so), some families are small, even tiny, for example the Eskimo-Aleut
family (11 languages). You also have the problems of many orphans… the language isolates, languages not
linguistically connected with any others, Ainu and Basque for example. Like Simon Ager, the creator of
Omniglot, you could create a group for all isolates, and another group for all creoles.
Another classification could be to classify languages by writing systems Then again, some groups (the Arabic
script with Cyrillic with 115 language, the Latin script 711 languages) will be enormous while others just one
unique system to write one language (Lao script for example). Le Monde Diplomatique shows us an
interesting world map for writing systems in this article
Other Language Centres
Having a look on the world wide web at other substantial language learning libraries I could see if other
classifications were being used. I searched through members of AULC (Association of University Language
Centres) as well as a few centres abroad.

Data collected in 2017 (emails sent to several language centres). This is not, however, a ranking of language centre by
language numbers but just a selection of language centres.
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It was quite a surprise then to see that many links to external sites had gone from websites. Out of the 15
language centres shown above, 9 did not display any links anymore, 2 had one multilingual page only, and
only 4 still had language learning links classified for 3 of them alphabetically. The fourth one geographically
(BULAC).
Is the disappearance of external links pages because of the rise of VLEs? The online resources links chosen
by language tutors will be specific to their students and not to all students and the general public. Or perhaps
some centres wish only to show their own work, in particular open courseware (Cambridge University
Language Centre’s open courseware for example).
Libraries with Substantial Foreign Language Collections
I then had a look at libraries with substantial language collections, though there is fuzziness in my finding. The
materials are not necessarily for language learning, i.e. some libraries might simply have books in other
languages not aimed at language learners.

Data collected in 2017 (emails sent to several libraries and catalogues’ checks).
This is not, however, an accurate view of the collections.

Same situation again: out of the 10 libraries in the graph, 8 of them did not appear to have language links.
The two others were exceptions: SOAS with a geographical classification, then offering a selection of
language links (similar to BULAC mentioned above) and Austin University with an alphabetical classification
and quite fantastic open source collections.
Rethinking the Classification
So I had to rethink the classification of languages from alphabetical to partly alphabetical and geographical.
The already made pages were:
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·
·

All the languages we teach at the centre in alphabetical order (Arabic, Chinese, Dutch, French, Georgian,
German, Greek, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish)
With the addition, in the same alphabetical classification, of other languages that had been considered
important by the webmaster: they were languages that had, in the previous website, whole individual
webpages (contrary to Less Commonly Taught Languages that were presented in one long html page)

Then I was offered the following:

Part of the new Language Centre website, November 2017

This is when the intellectual puzzles started. There were a few issues worth raising in order to offer the best
classification possible:
·

Is it the history of the language that matters? Is it where the language comes from, or is it where the
language is spoken today? Do you place Pashto in "Other Middle Eastern Languages" as it belongs to
the Easter Iranian family, or do you place it in "Other Asian Languages" as it is spoken in Afghanistan and
Pakistan?
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·

And speaking about actual geography, what are, exactly, Europe and Asia? There is quite a substantial
amount of languages in between, such as in the Caucasus region. Do I place Azerbaijani in Europe? I
decided finally to place this language in “Other Middle Eastern” languages.

·

Another geographical puzzle is to place languages that are not in the proposed classification boxes, such
as island languages like Malagasi, from Madagascar, that I finally decided to place in… Africa, its closest
continent.

·

Where to place Esperanto, a constructed language? Europe, where it was created as its author,
Zamenhof, is Polish? But surely, being a constructed language, it ought to have its own place. I had once
a query from our Facebook page, about Enochian, the language of Angels and an email enquiring about
one of Tolkien’s languages. Would we also place middle-earth languages in Europe then, as its author
was living in Oxford? Clearly this would not make any sense. I could forget it altogether, yet given the
queries I received, I felt I had to create a page.

·

What about languages spoken by people who were displaced? It is estimated by wikipedia that the
population transferred in the Soviet Union amounted to 6 millions. Amongst many others... would you
place Crimean Tatar in Europe or in Asia?

·

What about creoles and pidgins? Where to classify them? In the country where they are spoken now? In
the country where they partly come from? For example put all English, French, Portuguese based creoles
in the English, French and Portuguese pages? So Cajun (based on French) could be in Other American
Languages, or in the French page?

·

And the sensitive issues (cultural, historical)… Should I place the Armenian language in the “Other Middle
Eastern” languages page? Or perhaps create a new “Eurasia” classification? I finally decided to place this
language in “Other European Languages” My decision was partly taken after looking at the history of
Armenia, the first country in the world to adopt Christianity.

·

Due to several queries and some usage statistics regarding the British Sign Language, and the fact that
we are starting to have substantial collections in the library, I thought it would be great to create separate
pages for all the sign languages we have.

So I asked for the creation of the following three subsections:

Latest Statistics on Web Usage
The latest statistics from our website are quite different, given its structure and cannot be compared with the
previous statistics. It is not possible so far to get statistics within a page. All languages taught at the Centre
will have, on the same page, the language external links.
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This is our Greek page for example:

Partial screenshot of the Language Centre Greek page, November 2017

So there is some fuzziness in data as both courses and links are in the same webpage. I have added a
“course or link” parameter. Annual statistics should help define a clearer image and proper comparison could
be done from the second year running of the new website.
Conclusion
It will be the web user, of course, who will have the last word. So far there has been no criticism about
languages perceived as misclassified. Should this happen, I would engage with readers and improve the
situation, by either, reclassifying the language in question, reclassifying all non-taught languages or, in the
case of getting statistics getting lower and lower, progressively remove all language learning links from our
website, or move a selection of them to our VLE.

Many thanks to Dr Jane Sherwood, Director of the Language Centre, and Bernadette O’Reilly, Bibliographic
Standards Librarian, Bodleian Libraries, for their help and comments.
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